
DESCRIPTIONDESCRIPTION Quick-drying latex filler.

RECOMMENDED USESRECOMMENDED USES Walls, ceililngs, furniture, doors.

PRODUCT FEATURESPRODUCT FEATURES For filling scratches and the partial leveling of small surfaces in dry rooms before painting with
latex or alkyd paints. Suitable for new and previously painted wooden, chipboard, woodfiber
board, rendered and filler surfaces.
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TECHNICAL DATATECHNICAL DATA

Colour ShadesColour Shades Color: white

Can sizesCan sizes 0.2 l, 0.4 l, 0.5 l

Application methodApplication method Apply with a smoothing trowel.

Drying t imeDrying t ime 1–2 hours depending on layer thickness, temperature and the relative humidity of the
air.

Density (kg/l)Density (kg/l) 1.8 kg/l, ISO 2811

Volume solids (%)Volume solids (%) 60

StorageStorage Protect from frost.
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APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONSAPPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

Application condit ionsApplication condit ions
The surface to be leveled must be dry, the ambient temperature at least +10 °C and the relative humidity of air below 80%.

Surface preparationSurface preparation
Unpainted surfaces:

Clean the surfaces of dirt. Remove any dust and loose material by brushing. Level unpainted surfaces directly with Presto
Pikasilote.

Previously painted surfaces:

Wash surfaces with Maalipesu detergent. Once the surface is dry, remove as much paint as you can and sand painted surfaces to
a matte finish. Remove the sanding dust.

ApplicationApplication
Apply Presto Pikasilote with a smoothing trowel. Let dry, sand the surfface and remove the dust. The surface can be only dry-
sanded.
Fill first any larger cracks, nail heads, etc. withsuitablePresto filler and sand the surface. 

The leveled surface will be tight and smooth. Smallest parts can be finished directly with topcoat.

CoatingCoating
The smoothed surface is solid and smooth and therefore can be painted directly with latex- or alkyd paint.

Cleaning of toolsCleaning of tools
Clean tools with water. Tikkurila Pensselipesu Tool Cleaner is recommended to remove slightly hardened paint.

Environmental protection and waste disposalEnvironmental protection and waste disposal
Deliver empty packaging and hardened mortar to a recycling point or waste tip according to local regulations.

Health and SafetyHealth and Safety
Wear protective gloves. Contains 1,2-benzisothiazol-3(2H)-one (BIT) and reaction mass of: 5-chloro-2-methyl-4-isothiazolin-3-one
[EC no. 247-500-7] and 2-methyl-2H-isothiazol-3-one [EC no. 220-239-6] (3:1) (C(M)IT/MIT (3:1)). May produce an allergic
reaction. This product contains a biocidal product for the preservation of the product during storage. Contains: reaction mass of: 5-
chloro-2-methyl-4-isothiazolin-3-one [EC no. 247-500-7] and 2-methyl-2H-isothiazol-3-one [EC no. 220-239-6] (3:1) (C(M)IT/MIT
(3:1)).
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